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Avoid using references of any online website source (other than any Online Journal, Book and
Scientific Review having ISSN, Scientific and Government libraries, Online Software) which could
change its matter frequently or can possibly delete it. Matter published in any abstract booklet need
not be included. For online reference format follow the following advice based on the
recommendations of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).
Referencing Web Material
Author or Editor, Year when web page was created (if known), Title (in italics or underlined),
[Online], Edition, Place of Publication, Publisher (if ascertainable) or Organisation responsible for
providing and maintaining the information, available URL (Format as: http://internet
address/remote path) and the Date Source was Accessed [in square brackets]. If no date is given,
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Referencing Online Journals
Include all the following information in the electronic journal reference, if possible:
Author/Editor, Year of publication, Article title, Journal title (in italics or underlined), [Online],
Volume number, Part/Issue number (in brackets), Available URL (http://internet address/remote
path) and the Date accessed [in square brackets].
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Tables
Any table or figure should have a short title typed in bold. Table must be submitted in MS Word
format. Table should have only outer boundary, with headings and subheading written in bold
letters. Tables and display items should be numbered separately (Table 1, Fig. 1) and must be cited
in the text.
Figures (Photo/Diagram/Graph)
Any drawing must have white background. Figure captions should be self explanatory. Photo or
figure should be labeled using black arrow/line segment and abbreviated capital letters. The outline
of the photoplate should be either in square or rectangular shape. Gap between the margins of any
two adjacent photographs, within the photoplate, should not be more than one mm. Photographs on
any photo plate should be numbered with capital letter. Each photoplate must be explained
separately below the figure.
All the abbreviations should be explained in this section, arranged alphabetically within the bracket,
at the end for e.g., (Abbrv. Vc-vesicle, Chy-chalamydospore, Hy-hyphae). Any Figure or Chemical
structure must be supplied in JPEG format rather than in MS Word Format, as in the latter
case the figure might get distorted during finalization of the article . Original Excel file (if used)
of the Figure/Bar diagram must be supplied along with the manuscript.
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